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LBS CENTRE FOR SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY 
DCA II SEMESTER SUPPLEMENTARY EXAMINATION  JANUARY 2020 

DCA2K17 201 DESK TOP PUBLISHING AND MALAYALAM COMPUTING 
  
Time: 2 Hrs.                                              Max. Marks: 100 

PART A (Answer all questions) 
 

I       Choose the correct answer (Each question carries 1 mark) 

1. In InDesign, when a text box has a red plus sign on the bottom right corner, it indicates  

a) the textbox is on top of another object     

b) the textbox includes more text that is not seen 

c) you have one more inch in the textbox    

  d) the textbox is complete 

2. Number of Selection tools in Photoshop? 

      a)3    b) 1    c) 4   d) 2 

3. …….. Tool is used to type text that follows a specific shape 

       a)   Type (T)  b) Type on a Path c ) Pen (P)  d)  Line 

4.  CMYK stands for? 

      a) Cyan Magenta Yellow Black    b) Cyan Maroon Yellow Black 

      c) Coral Magenta Yellow Kerning                d)  None of the Above 

5. ………  is used for selecting and deselecting objects? 

      a) Shape Tool  b)  Freehand Tool    c)  Pick Tool  d)  Bezier Tool 

6. To group multiple object hold down while clicking on the desired objects to group InDesign ?  

 a) ctrl   b) shift  c) alt   d) none of these 

7. CorelDraw is a …………… based drawing Application Package? 

       a)  Photo paint  b)  Bitmat  c) Scalar d) Vector 

8. The keyboard shortcut of duplicate layer is 

      a)ctrl+j    b) alt +j   c)  ctrl + alt + j  d)  shift + j 

9. Key combination for word    in Inscript keyboard layout 

        a)shift }+d+ ;                b) shift g+d+shiftg c)shift {+d+shift r             d)   ; +d+shift ] 

10. Font supported by UNICODE 

        a)karthika  b)  meera  c) rachana              d)  All of the above 

[10 x 1=10] 

Fill in the blanks (Each question carries 2 marks) 
 

11. Extension of InDesign file is …… 
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12. ……..  tool to create strokes of different kinds of patterns in CorelDraw 

13. …….. Tool is used to fill an object with two colors blend from one to another 

14. Lighten the pixels in an image using ……. Tool in Photoshop 

15.  ……….. palette shows all colors 

16. ………  is the full form of TIFF 

17. ………. key is used to write the letter ജ in word using ISM 

18. ……….. and ……….  are the change over keys for input methods 

19 OTF stands for ……….. 

20 Apply 3D effect to objects to create the illusion of depth using …………                     [10 x 2=20] 

PART B 

II Answer any FIVE questions from the following. (Each question carries 6 marks) 

1. How can you create a text frame in Adobe Indesign? 

2. How can you create a TOC in Adobe Indesign? 

3. Explain about Control panel of Adobe Indesign? 

4.  Explain about painting tools in Photoshop? 

5. Explain any 4 color modes in Photoshop? 

6. Explain the use of calligraphic lines in CorelDraw? 

7. How to enable Malayalam in Windows 

8. Explain different keyboard layouts?                                                                                   [5 x 6=30] 

PART C 
 

III  Answer any FOUR questions from the following. (Each question carries 10 marks) 

1. What are different  tools available in Adobe Indesign? 

2. Explain different blending options in Photoshop? 

3. Describe how can you create 3D object in CorelDraw? 

4. What is a font? What are different types of font? 

5. Write the short notes 

a) Sharpen Tool   b) Healing Brush          c)   Burn tool                     d) Artistic text 

6. Write the key combinations for the following  Malayalam words in Inscript keyboard  
          Layout 
 

a) സുര          b )കംപ ൂ ർ c)  പ രം  d)സ ർ ം   

                                                                                                                                                                     [4 x 10 = 40] 
 

 


